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Xero: meaning dry; extremely arid (pronounced “zero”)
MaX: to the greatest or furthest degree; totally

XEROmax is an experimental prototype for desert living; calibrated, tuned, 
and responsive to its desert habitat; adaptable, mutable, and variable to the 
desert ecology. Contrary to current trends in desert suburban development, 
XEROmax is a porous, permeable, and evolving habitat in synchronicity with its 
surroundings—hyper situated, indigenous, and local. XEROmax responds to 
the dna of the desert: wind direction, solar orientation, temperature, and sand. 
XEROmax attempts to reconcile two antithetical and disparate conditions that 
GHÞQH�PRGHUQ�GHVHUW�OLYLQJ��H[WUHPH�FOLPDWH�DQG�H[WUHPH�VSUDZO��+RZ�FDQ�WKH�
intense heat, aridity, and blistering sunshine of the desert be reconciled with 
the vast expanses of single-family homes cooled by central air, surrounded by 
JROI�FRXUVHV��DQG�ERUGHUHG�E\�DUWLÞFLDO�ODNHV"�&DQ�WKH�V\QWKHWLF�UHFRPELQDWLRQ�
of these extreme conditions spawn productive new hybrids of desert living 
machines, landscapes, and ecologies?
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“the desert is an appropriate place for 
fantasies: the fantasies of dune buggy 
maniacs and lone hikers, the seekers after 
legendary gold mines, the exploders of 
WKH�ÞUVW�DWRPLF�GHYLFHV��WKH�SURSRQHQWV�RI�
advanced missile systems, and the diggers 
of gigantic earth sculptures.”  

—reyner banham, scenes in america deserta
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a community grows only to the extent its resources allow it to. the scale of 
the city is temporal and changing; growing when resources are available 
and reduced down to its primary components when the resources dwindle. 
the permanence of our cities is reconsidered as they become capable of 
redistributing themselves, growing and expanding to their minimum and 
maximum capacity. a different interpretation of ecology emerges; a strategically 
adaptive process in response to our environments, capable of yielding synthetic 
spaces of inhabitation with civic repercussions.

XEROmax is a single residential unit that can aggregate to make up an entire 
colony of desert dwellings. this aggregation is oriented to allow prevailing 
winds to cool the subdivision and allow the desert landscape to intermesh with 
hardscapes, roads, and connected infrastructure. each house aggregates with 
its neighbors through the adjacent courtyards and the organization of the units 
according to the prevailing wind direction. the units also aggregate systemically 
through the interconnection of each home to the larger community. the gated, 
subdivided, suburban community that XEROmax generates is one that is highly 
interconnected. each house uses its roof to collect water and dew, channels it 
through to the retaining walls, into the street infrastructure that is laced beneath 
ZLWK�ZDWHU�UHVHUYRLUV�DQG�ÞOWUDWLRQ�V\VWHPV��7KH�ZDWHU�LV�VXEVHTXHQWO\�XVHG�WR�
hydrate the xeroscape between lots. each XEROmax house acts independently 
and in synchronicity with its neighbors to collect resources and regulate the 
desert elements.

XEROmax is a combination of two archetypal desert typologies: the dugout 
and the tent. the dugout burrows into the ground, taking advantage of passive 
thermal mass and encapsulating the daytime living programs. the tent is 
suspended above, and holds the sleeping quarters and a complex roof system 
which can be adjusted to cool or heat the house as needed. between the 
WZR�LV�DQ�LQWHUVWLWLDO�]RQH��ZKLFK�DOORZV�IRU�PD[LPXP�DLU�ßRZ��DFFRPPRGDWHV�
the growing of food, and provides a shaded exterior space for leisure. the 
XEROmax roof is designed to adjust to the prevailing seasonal solar orientation. 
it opens to allow breezes to course through it and shuts down during the 
warmest parts of the day to protect the spaces within. the faceted roof also 
channels and distributes seasonal rains towards the underground storage tanks.

as a prototype, XEROmax suggests an alternative vision for our 
VXEXUEDQ�KDELWDWVuWKH\�EHFRPH�LQH[WULFDEO\�GHÞQHG�E\�WKHLU�DELOLW\�
to sustain themselves—to literally survive and perform.
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an experimental robotic model was 
fabricated to explore how this system 
might slowly change shape and adapt 
to the varying conditions of a site. the 
model investigated how a responsive 
assembly might be in constant 
negotiation with the shifting energy 
cycles of its site, through harvesting 
light, wind, and water, and served as 
the testing ground for exploring how 
XEROmax’s behavior might gain 
intelligence, complexity, and richness 
over time. the XEROmax robot 
model consists of a series of actuated 
scissor-trusses with integrated 
motors. the model wove ultra thin 
shape-memory alloy activated truss 
modules, arrays of light, and proximity 
sensors, with a customized interactive 
graphic display. it is part robotic 
structure, part experimental interface, 
and part analytical drawing instrument 
capable of registering energy cycles 
and interactions over time. the 
desert, with its complex range of 
environmental conditions and energy 
collection potential, is the perfect 
testing ground for the integration of 
these active and intelligent systems.

this alternative vision of desert 
inhabitation explores dynamic 
issues of temporality, seasonality, 
change, and performance, while also 
experimenting with their capacity 
to generate new formal and spatial 
organizations. extreme environments, 
such as the desert, require risk; they 
prompt us to critically rethink our 
desert environments and harness their 
potential without importing 
given types. 
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q,Q�D�ODQGVFDSH�ZKHUH�QRWKLQJ�RIÞFLDOO�H[LVWV��DEVROXWHO\�
anything becomes thinkable, and may consequently happen. . . ” 
—reyner banham, scenes in america deserta
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the methodology explored in XEROmax suggests an alternate set 
of possibilities that could generate an extremely contextual, highly 
responsive, and indigenous approach to desert architecture. 

XEROmax Project Credits: Future Cities lab, design Principals—nataly 

gattegno and Jason Kelly Johnson. design assistant: Joy wang. Project 

support: tom buresh, david Malda, brad deVries, Michael Hopkins, 

william r. Morrish, Jae oh, richard tursky, natalie wiersma, taubman 

College of architecture and urban Planning, and taubman College 

research through Making grant. For full project credits visit: 

www.future-cities-lab.net
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